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Abstract: Road tmltc makes a signiticant conuibution to the urban problems of road
sat'ety and environmental and ameniry degradation. Most local governments and other
agencies apply a range ol tratfic calming srarcgies ro alleviate such impacs of road
traftic. The 'Environmenral Sensitiviry Methodology' (ESM) concepr can be used to
help uaffic engineers and urban planners to relate the ES of a road network to uaffic
eft'ects at a local level, to specfy the likely problem locations, ro identity the possible
causes of these problems, and to select suitable traffrc calming schemes. The ESM
concept is well-matched to the expert system approach and the multicriteria evaluation
process can be used to combine several criteria used to assess the ES of each lirk
within the road network under scrutiny. The expert system shells vp-Expert and
KnowledgePro are theretbrc being used to develop prorotype experr systems for
evaluating the multicriteria environmental sensitivity of urban road networks.

l.INTRODUCTION

Road traffic makes a significant conuibution to. problems of road safety and
environmental and amenity degradation in urban aleas. Potential impacs of tratfic on
the sunounding environment include increased traffic noise and induced vibration,
increased air pollution, reduced pedestrian safety and crossing opportunities, increased
visual intrusion, increased social disruption/severance and reduced accessibility. Such
problems are quite complicated and difficult to resolve, often because several and
sometimes conllicting objectives have to be reconciled. Most local govemments and
other agencies apply different types of traftic calming strategies to alleviate ttrese
adverse impacs of road traffic. However, the important prerequisite for applying those
raffic calming strategies is an agreed functional road hierarchy classification in which
the concept of 'Environmental Sensitivity Methodology (ESM)' developed by
Singleton and Twiney (1985) can be utilised to accomplish this task. The concept of
ESM can help uafltc engineers and planners to comprehend the Environmental
Sensitivity (ES) of a road network to traffic effects at a local level, to specify the likely
problem locations, to identity the possible causes of these prcblems. and lastly to select
suitable uaffic calming schemes.

This paper considers the development of an expert sysrem to help in the ESM process.
An expert system is a computer program that endeavours to emulate some aspects of
human behaviour in solving problems. The ESM concept is well-matched to the expert
system approach. In addition, the multic,riteria evaluation process cad be used to
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combine several critdria emplo),ed to assesst the ES of each li* within the road

network under scrutiny. Two expen system slrlls, VP-E4pcrt ufi KnowledgePro, are

being used to develop prototype expert sysems tbr evaluating the multicriteria

environmental sensitivity of urban road networks.

2. TRAFFIC CALMING STRATEGIES

It is known that one prerequisite for the planning and implementation of traffic calming
strategies is an agreed t'unctional road hierarchy classitication. When road classes are

defined. the suitable trai'tic calming strategies can then be adopted to support and

reinlbrce the intended road classitication. The responsible local government and road

da1ic anO urban planning agencies normally apply ditferent rypes of traffic calming

suategies to lacilirate tratlic mobility and at the same time to control the excesive
tratlic volumes and speeds to an acceptable level in terms of environmenul, satbty and

ameniry et't'ects. This means that tmtt-rc calming strategies have been utilised as a tool

to balance the two controvemial components (road tratAc and environmental impacrs).

Brindte (1991) classitled traffic calming into three different levels: Level I:
consequences of actions to control traltc speed and mitigate traffic impacB ar the local

level. where traffic volumes, levels of service and network capacity are not a primary

concern (ie Local Area Traffic Management (LATM) and Residential Street

Managemenr (RSM) etc} t€vel II: consequences of actions to control traffic speed

and mitigate traffic impacs on tratfic routes (district, regional or sub'arterial roads)

where faffic volumes, levels of service and network capacity are or may becOme a

primary concern (ie Sub-Arterial TraIIic Management (SATM) and Environmental

Adaptation Method etc.); and l,evel III: consequences of actions at the broader scale,

to reduce traffic levels and city-wide impacts (ie Travel Demand Management (TDM)

and Transporr System Management (TSM) etc). This shows that different traffic

calming scales are srrongly associated with not only differences of geographical scope,

but also the differences of relationships between road traffic and adjacent

environments. Therefore, distinct measures are needed tbr dift'erent raffic calming

levels and the suitable measures tbr one level may not necessarily be applicable to

others.

3. ROAD/ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS

The key to achieving the correct functional road classification and therefore suitable

traffic calming strategies is the understanding of the relationship benvern raffic
mobility and environmental impacts caused by that tralfic: this relationship is usually

interpreted as a conflicr The conflict can be det-rned into two major componenB:

friction and impacts (Westerman, 1990). The 'friction' is the effects of the road

environmerit, land use and trontage related activities (eg vehicle parking, pdestrian

crossings, buses stopping etc) on the traffic performance of the road. Conversely, the

'impaci is the etTecn of tratfic on the road environment and the frontage activities

along it (eg crossing ability, pedestrian safety, noise and vibration, air pollution'

frontage access etc). Westerman (1990) classified road/environment situatiorul

according to the relative importance and function of the road and their environments as

follows: (i) Type I corridors, where the traffic function is dominurt and the frontage

function (road environment) must be adapted to this traffic function (eg arterial roads);
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(ii) Type II Conidors, where both traftic and trontage functions are important (eg sub-
arterial roads in urban areas and the main srreets of rural rown[ and (iii) Type III
road/environments, where the environment t'unction is dominant and the trallic
t'unction is subservient (eg residential streets etc). He also pointed out rhar the
significance of the interacting situations between triction and impact and the ratlic
management strategies to be applied to those situations vary dramatically with the
types of road/environment situations. It is clear that road hierarchy classification,
traffic calming strategies and road tratfrc and environment interaction arc tightly
intenelated.

4. AMENITY SENSITTVITY

Amenity Sensitivity is one of the most cnrcial components of Road/Amenity
classification (Loder and Bayly, 1980) which became the most widely accepted
t'unctional road classitication tbr existing urban road networks in Ausralia. Anrenity
Sensitivity was used to identify the degree of conflicts between road uaffic and is
adjacent environment and land uses. Such conflicts representing the environmental
impacts caused by road raffic will be scored t'rom I (less sensitive) to 5 (tugtrty

sensitive). The amenity sensitivity was determined tbr the two aspects (indies) as

tbllows: (i) noise-vibration-pollution sensitiviry of frontage land uses; and (ii) crossing
expectations and requirements for pedestrians and cycliss along the road. These two
indies are considered to have equal imporunce. The amenity sensitivity inderwill be

retined by adding the rwo index scores to obtain a 'Composite Sensitivity lndex' for
each road link. These were defined as follows: t,ow (2-3); Medium (4-7); anO High (8-
l0). However, Amenity Sensitivity is a fundamentally judgmenal approach and will
not necessarily lead to a real comprehension of likely environmental and amenity
effects of traffic on the study road network.

5. ENVTRONMENTAL CAPACTTY (EC)

The concept of 'Environmenul Capacity (EC)' has also been ddopted to de,scribe the
conflicts between road uaffrc and land use activities. Holdsworth and Sin$eton (1979)
initially inroduced the EC concept in Australia with the aim to use this techniqw in
the planning and design of traffic managernent schemes. Based on a comprehensive
literature review they concluded that rcsidents of heavily traffrcked streets arc most
concerned about three aspects: these arc noise, pedesrian crosing delay and
pedestrian safety. However, they examined only the frst two aspec6, on the basis that
pedesrian safety would be strongly conelated ro pedastrian crossing delay.
Holdsworth and Singleton (1980) defined the EC of a street as 'the rnaximum number
of vehicles (and associated 50th percentile speed and peraentage of trucks) that may
pass along the street in the certain time period and under fixed physical conditions
without causing environmental detrimenf. They apflied the EC concept regarding
traffic noise and pedestrian cmssing delay aspects to the inner metropolitan
municipality of South Metbourne. However, they concluded that the real application of
the EC concept was questionable, because there werc various shortcomings in the use

of the gap acceptarce based approach to estimating ped$trian delay and serreral draw
backs in noise level computations. In addition, dte derived EC values with high scale
valrrcs werc sometimes inappropriate or misleading
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Suhsequently Song a aI (1993) expanded the EC concept presented by Holdsworth
and Singleton (1979) with the inclusion of an accident risk criterion. They also
proposed the new approach for estimating the EC. The modified EC can be calculated
t'rom the weighted geometric average of the three EC values estimated for pedestrian
delay, vehicle-pedestrian accident risk, and noise aspects. The weighting parameterc
tbr these three aspecs conesponding to the specilic locations (eg residential str€ets,
school and hospital adjacency etc) arc also taken into account in the modified EC
estimations. The Environmental Capacity concept is quite rigorous in is applications.
However, a considerable commitment of resources is needed to collect the physical
and land use characteristics of the concerned road network and to conduct
considerable numerical computation.

6. ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITTVITY METHOD (ESrvtl

Singleton and Twiney (1985) proposed the 'Environmental Sensitivity Merhod' (ESM)
as a means to assess the ES of road links to various tratfic-induced environmenal
effects. The ESM is based mainly on the assumption that the physical and land rse
characeristics of a particular road can be used to determine the ES of those linls to
road rraffic. The methodology falls benveen the simple and judgmental nature of the
Ameniry Sensitivity procedure and the rigorous and objective nature of the EC
procedurc. The methodology is presented in Figure I and exptained belorv.

Figure I Environmental Sensitivity Method
Sourcc: (Singleon and Twincy, 1985: pp. 179)

The selection of environmental sercitivity variables and sub-variables: three
selected variables, namely difficulty of access, pedestrian safety, and noise sensitivity
were adopted as ES variables (criteria). For each of these variables, several suF
variables were specified and are prcsented in Table I with their scales of measurcment.
The previous experiences related to the EC concept trelped o identify the ES variables
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Road Networts

Table I Environmental Sensitivity Sub-variable Scores

olfflculty of Acccas

Access l) Frontage acc.si generally avallable
?l Rear acccss avaliable bui frontagc access restricted3) flo lrnredlatc acccss to site.

Parking . Lor - Ilnltcd reas of no-standlng, gencrallyRestrictions no restric6ons on on-street'piiiins 
-'

lledium- sone peak hour bans or llnlteil durrflon
parting controls

High - no standlnq or cleamay controls at
least rl hrs/day

LandUse l) Residentlal/School/Hosoltal
2l Retat l/Cqnnerctal/0fftle
3) Industria'l- (light or heavy)

Pedestrlan Srfcty

Pedestrian fo - Non-provislon generally assunedFacllitles Yes - Exlstcncc of sine faclilties:
medlans, lslands, cros3lngs,
ped. phase at trrfflc slgnals etc.

'llalked' l,larror, - < txo trafflc lanes
Road Hldth' Hldc - > tm trafflc lanes

Footpath llarror-<3m
l,idth .lrlde ->3n
l{olse Sensltlvlty

Opposlte Yes - Erlstence of opposlte facade generally assmedFacade ilo - If park/open splie oppostte eti.
Grade Lor sllght or flrt < 5l

High - rrtedltrn or steep> 5l

Setb.ck Small <2n
(of bulldlngl,ledlurn 2 - 6m
froa Large >6m
propcrty
boundary)

LandUsc l) Rcsldential/Schgol/Hospltal
2) Rctal I /CqrrErcl il/Offi celPark
3) Industrlrl (light or heav.y)/Rallray

Sourcc: (Singlcon and Twincy. l9E5: pp. l7a)
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and to select the scales ol measurement for the viuious ES measures. The division of
the roed network into links: the road network were divided into a number of links.

Road and land use inventory: the collections ol basic characteristics related to sub-

variables and their scales tbr each si<Ie o[ the road within each link of the network
were needed. This was conducted by tield staft. Assessment of variable scales: t'rom

data inventory the values ol each sub-variable tor euch road link was recorded. Then a

score of each sub-variable was usigned by using the scaling measurements shown in

Table l. Combination of sub-variable sersitivity assessments: the combination of
sub-variable scores tbr each link of the road network was pertormed conesponding to
rhe system presented in Table 2. It should be noted that the composition o[ this table
was independently reviewed by various members of the study team and the client's
planning statl'. Plotting of the sensitivity measures: the environmental sensitivity
resuls were plotted to illustrate the environmental sensitivity tbr each link ol the road
networt conesponding to each criterion.

In each link within the road network, the three separate ES scores tbr dilficulty of
access, pedestrian sal'ety and noise pollution criteria will be achieved at the end of the

ES assessment. In the practical planning process, it is essential to integrate these

separate ES scores to specily and compare the total ES indices of ditterent links in the

road network. The multicriteria evaluation process is adopted. to aggrcgate these

scores. The relative imporlance of each criteria must be etliciently captured and

retlected in the multicriteria evaluation process. This consideration will be discussed in

more detail in the next section. In addition the ESM descriircd above is an approach
involving and conuining judgment, experience and other expertise of human experts
and it is consequently well-matched to the expert system concept. Hence an expen
sysem rcchnology is adopted to develop a prototype expert system to evaluate the

multicriteria ES of urban road networks. This expert system is potentially applicable to

arterial and sub-arterial road categories.

7. MULTICRITERIA EVALUATION PROCESS

Without the accurate algorittrm ro interrelate these three ES criteria together, the

weighted surnmation method is theretbre well-suited to combine separate ES scores in
multicriteria evaluation task. The weighting values interpreted in the context of a linear

adlitive tunction ar€ presented in equation I (Nijkamp et al, L90). The results derived
trom this process are called the'"Total Environmental Sensitiviry lndex" (TESI) which

represenrs the integrated ES index ol all separate ES scores for dittbrent criteria in

each road link. In addition the TESI can be used to reveal the ranking order among

considered road links conesponding to the degree of severity of combined ES of each

link.

rESr = iw^,
j=t

w.>0
J

wtrere:
TESIi = the Total Environmental Sensitivity Index of link

( i = 1,2,3....,m),
Wj = the weighting value for crircria j, (i = 1,2,3,...,n),
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Table 2 combination of Environmenal sensitiviry subvariable Scorcs

Dlttlculty of Acce3i

Accr33 P.rtlng Lrnd UscAvrllrbllltvRestrlCilorsl23
LorLLt

LIIL
r,lHH

476

Frot
I

lbdlua
Hl 9h

Lor
Hcd
lllgh

Rear.2
l,l t{ L
r,t t4 t{
HHI{

llo
Iradl rta
Acce3s

3

irr{H
HHH
HHH

1 H H I.I H. H HzxrLHitt{3LLLLLL

Lor
l.lcd
Hl 9h

Pedcstrlrn Srfcty

Y.lk.d Footprth Pldastrl en
Ro.d Lldth lrldth Fact'lltl.s

ntrroi
rl dc

narrol
x] dc

ilol3c SGnsltlylt,
Road Grrdlcnt

LOI ' HIGII
Land Setback Srtbrct
Usr $nll llad Lrqa Sart| llcd Lrroe0pp6ttcllllr{-HHH-

Frcadc 2 H tt t{ H' H H3HLLItLL'

llo
oppos i te
Facadc

Leacnd,

Sensltlvlty: L - Lor Lrnd Usc I RctldmHrl/School/Horplttlt{.}bdln ? Rctril/Ccrclrl/0fftic/prrtH.Htgh 3 Industry/Rrllrry

Sourcc: (Singlctoo and Twincy. 1985: pp. 176)

Ycs tlo
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ilH
lil l,lLr{
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R,r = the separate ES score for criteria j of lhk i,
rn = the total number of links within the road network, and

n = the toal number of criteria.

In this study the values of each separate ES score tbr atl criteria will be assigned

correspcnding to rhe range of scores used in the arneniry sensitivity of Road/Amenity

Classification. Theretbre the values of low, medium and high will be l, 3 and 5

respectively. It is assumed that the same scoring system is applied to each criterion.

E. ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS (AHP)

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty, 1980) is a mathematicai method used

to estimate the reladve importance wei-eht ol each individual criterion in the decision-

making process. It consists of the three-step processes: (i) identitying and organising

the crireria into a hierarchy structure; (ii) estimating relative importance by establishing

and evaluating pairwise comparisons between relevant elements at each level of
obtained hierarchy srrucrure and determining the consiserrcy of the judgment; and (iii)

synthesising the results of the pairwise comparisons over all the levels. When the

hierarchy structure of the criteria is completed, the consideration of the weighting

values will start by setting up pairwise comparisons for the given criteria al the same

hierarchy level conesponding to the scale of relative importance rarlging from one

(equa,l importance of both elements) to nine (extremely importance of one element

orer aooth"r) as shown in Table 3. The derived painvise comparisons of relative

importance, 4i = wr/wr, tbr all criteria and their reciprocals, qi = llaii, are then inserted

into a squarc matrix A = (a,j) as shown in equation 2.

Table 3 Painvise Comparison Scale

I

3

5

1

9

ilnportlttcc

Modcnrc imporrela

Srmg imgonencc

vcry ltoog or d.aro!ffiGd inPoomc

Exacmely inporaocc

For cooprooir barrcar thc abov. vrlud

lfraivity i hrr ooc ofthc ebotc ooazco
numbcn usigncd o it whco comFred
wirh..iivityl, dlc:ol h8 th. ttciProc.l
rnlr* utat conporcd trith ,

Rrdor riri4 &oru dra tc.tc

Fari(irrivi:icr

concibua cqully to tltc

objcctivc.
Erpcricmc ld juagrror slightly ivoor ot :

ifivity oYCs.noli€r.
Erpaicncc ud jtdgwrt stoc4ly hvour oo,

rctivity ovlr artodct
A! rtivity it nvot td vcry rtoagly ovcr

raorbcr, irs &monstrucd in precticc.

Thc evi&occ hvouring ooc rtivity over

arorbcr is ofdic highca poitiblc ordcr of
r6r0atiorr

Somctins mc nccds o inarPolae a

comgromisc jrdgnrm nrwdelly bccrusc

rtrcc ir no good rrord o dcscribe it
A comprrison mltrdlcd bY chooiag thc

rrdlct ckalcil .s ti. rrnir io caimata thc

Lrtrf, oltc .3 I oultiPlc ofthl unir

tf corrilcocy rcrc ro be forccd by ohioin3
n ncrirl vrlucrosPro thco*il.

wh.rr clctt3.tt cloc ud slY
Ldisingirhrblc; ood:rra b lJ.!d

2.4,5,t

Rcciprocels of

nri(n 13

l.r-1.9

Sourcc: (Soaty. l99a: pp.26)
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A=

RrdNcttt!*s

wrl wt

t ...

w,lwz

The eigenvector with largest eigenvalue associated with marix A provides the

weighting values for all criteria- The maximum eigenvalue. Imax, is used to estimate

the consistency ol the rcspondent's judgment. The closer I6s is to n, the more

consistent is the result. The Consistency Index (CI) can be used to measure the

inconsistency of the matdx (where, CI = (lmax - n) / (n - l)). The smaller the value of

CI, the more consistent matrix A becomes. If CI is zero, then matrix A is pert'ectly

consistent. Saaty (1994) also proposed to compare CI with a randomly generated

reciprocal matrix, derived from a large sample, called the Random Index (RI) as

shown in Table 4. The ratio of CI to RI for the same order matrix is called the

Consistency Ratio (CR). A CR of 0.10 or less is considered acceptable, otherwise a

square matrix A is considered to have a high degree of randomness and should
theretbre be modit'ied to improve the judgmental consistency.

Table 4 The Random Index

Sourcc: (Adaptcd froar Sraty, 194; pp.42)

me arrpi becoming more popular over other decision ,.ki; methods, because of
is simplicity, its theoretical robustness, is applicability to handle both tangible and

inangible criteria thro'.:gh ratio rale mdirpo.t r,tly its ability'to directly measure the

consistency of r: pontlent's judgments (Saaty (1994), Vargus (1990)). A. wide variety

iof applications of the AHP in physical planning prccesses were discussed in Golden et

aI (1989), Saaty (1994), vargus (1990) and Zdhedi (1986).

9. EXPERT SYSTEMS

Expert systems have evolved as a branch of artificial intelligence and have been

successfully applied mostly in the tield of medicine, chemistry, engineering, and

military (Han and Kim, 1990). tui expert system is denned as 'a comPuter ppgram
that emulates human behaviour in solving problem. It includes a separate reasoning

mechanism that pertbrms the same tunction as a human expert's brain' (Cohn and

Hanis. 1992). The separation of the knowledge base from the intbrence mechanism

provides more tlexibility in programming, upgrading and maintaining the expert
system. Figure 2 presens the general architecnrrc of an expert system. Each elernent of
an expert system will be brietly described below (Yeh et al (1986), Maher (1987)).

(2)

wtlw.
tyr-l w.

IH:

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9

RI 0.m 0.00 0.52 0.89 r.1 1 1.25 1.35 1.4 1.45
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EXPERT SYSTEM
SIIELL

Figure 2 General Architecture of Expert System
sorrcc: (Adaptcd frorn Mahcr. 1987: pp.6)

Knowledge base: the knowledge base is the strength of the expert system. It contains
the relevant knowledge derived fmm domain experB including tacts or beliefs, rules of
thumb (heuristic), and other judgmental factors. The mosr widely used structure tbr
knowledge representation is the rule-based structure. Context: the context contains all
data, symbols. and facts about the problem to be solved. At the end of the problem-
solving process, the context stores all the intermediate resuls of the process as well as

the solution. Inference mechanism: the intbrence mechanism is the control levd of
the expert system and contains the computer instructions and procedures of the
problem-solving strategies used to conduct the reasoning process by using the relevant

information stored in the knowledge base. Explanation facillty: the explanation
facility is used to trace the executing processes and explain is problem-solving
strategy to the user. Knowledge acquisidon: the knowledge acquisition element
t'acilitates entering domain knowledge into the knowledge base. It has been considered

as the bottleneck of the errdre expert system development process. User interface: the

user can communicate with the expert system through the user intertace.

rO. SELECTION OF EXPERTSYSTEM SHELL

Developers might establish their expert system using computer programming

languages such as LISP, PROLOG, or C. However, considerable etlbrt is needed to
do so and it is not a cost-etfoclive altemative, panicularly tbr non-programmers. In

contrasr, the expert system shell is capable ol providing a standard knowledge
acquisition system. knowledge representation structure, int'erence mechanism,

explanation tacility, and user intertace. Chang et al (1,994) determined the strcngth and

timitations of more than 30 expert system shells which would be'candidates for the

signal design project. They adopted tbur main expert system shell selection crieria:
representation. reasoning, communication, and cost. In addition, the technical support
provided by the candidate expert syst€m shell suppliers and their credibility arc used its
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KnowledgePrc. I*w15, vP-Experr, cxPERT and EXSys. In this paper vp-Expert
was selected as the initial expert system building tool trecaue it is a very powert'ul and
inexpensive tool, easy to leam and use, rcasonably easy to integrate with several
extemal application programs, and was immediately available (as an educational
version) at the University of South Australia.

IT. VP.EXPERTSHELL

VP-Expert is an expert system shell developed by Papertack Sotiware Internarional,
running on IBM-PC or comparible compurers. A minimum of 5l2K RAM and ar leasr
tro double-sided 360K diskette drives (or a hard disk) are reouired. It will run on
DOS v 2.0 or higher. In addition the computer contiguration musr include an IBM
cGA or EcA monitor. a Hercules monochrome graphics adaptor, or a compatible
video adaptor (graphic card). The tbllowing description is mainly drawn t'rom
Bielawski and lewand (1988), Friederich and Gargano (1989), and pigford and Baur
(1990).

The VP-Expert shell primarily provides a standard rule-based strucrure as knowledge
representation. Backward chaining and limited tbrward chaining are otl'ered as the
control mechanism in the inf'erence engine component. VP-Expert also t'umishes a
limited induction t'eature which is capable o[ crearing rules t'rom inpur data (through
the 'editor' approach). This feature is very uset'ul in entering experr knowledge into
the knowledge base component. VP-Expert also ott'ers the TRACE faciliry to keep
track of the problem-solving process and display the results in the form of a decision
tree, either graphically or in text tbrmat. VP-Expert provides a merhod (eg using the
WHAT-IF command) of replaying a consultation when a change of particular input is
required. VP-Expert also otters the standard explanation tacilities such as HOW and
WHY commands. VP-Expert also provides the chaining capability between a nurnber
of knowledge base tiles through the use of .rhe SAVEFACTS, CHAIN, and
LOADFACTS statements. VP-Expert is capable of integrating with DOS'execurion
calls and linking with external application programs (eg LOTUS l-2-3, dBase III etc).
For example the WKS and PWKS commands will be employed to read and write to
LOTUS l-2-3 data tlles, respectively. Bielawski and l-ewand (1988) poinred our rhar
because of these special capabilities, VP-Expert is potentially a very powerful expert
system development tool at either tiont ends and back ends for spreadsheet and
database programs. In addition VP-Expert contains various sophisticated mathematical
t'unctions and facilitates complex contjdence tactor manipulation etficiently.

12. BUILDING PROCFSS OF THE EXPERT SYSTEM

The development process of an expert system tbr assessing the ES oi'each tink of the
road net*ork to trattic effects primarily tbllows the one presented by Waterman
(1986) as illustrated in Figure 3. The development process irrcludes (i) identification;
(ii) conceptualisation; (iii) formalisation; (iv) implementation: and (v) tesring. These
steps are briefly described below.
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Figurc 3 Stages of an Expert System Development
Sourcc: (Watcrman, 1986; pp. 139)

Identilication: the objective ot this study is ti develop an expen system to assess

both separate ES scores tbr dit'terent criteria and total ES index of each link in the

road network The criteria considered are ditl-rculty of access, pedestrian safbty, and

noise sensitivity. Conceptualisation: the current expert knowledge is derived from
Singleton and Twiney (1985) as presented in Tables I and 2. Additional knowledge
bases derived trom other relevant sources (reports, research studies, publications etc)
and trom a series of interviews with human experts will be included as part;gf the

ongoing research project. Multicriteria evaluation processes based on weighted
summation method and AHP method were adopted to combine the separate ES scores

to achieve the total ES indices. Formalisation: the structure of the Environmental
Sensitivity Expert System (ES-ES) is illustrated in Figure 4. The VP-Expert shell was

used as an expert system building tool and LOTUS l-2-3 program will be employed to
sore all needed intbrmation.

VP.EXPERT
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t
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Figure 4 A Structure of the Prototype ES-ES
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knowledge representation. Theretbru the knowledge consisrs of a set of rules and is
presented in the lorm of IF ...(premises)... THEN -.(conclusions)... ELSE
...(conclusions) statements. The control straregy used tbr this study is backward
chaining. In addition, other componenr such as knowledge acquisirion, explanation
tacility, context, and user intertace. can be provided by vp-Expert. Testing: rhe lasr
step is to test. evaluate, and modity the prototype expert system. Ttre two resting
methods' mmely white-box testing and black-box resring, are being used to evaluati
the Es-Es (chau and Yang, 1994). The results of rhe testing srep may lead to
reformulating, redesigning, and retining activities as illustrated in Figure 3.

13. OPERATING THE PROTOTYPE ES.ES

The structure of the prototype Es-Es as shown in Figure 4 is composed of tbur
knowledge base tiles: Difticulty of Access. Pedestrian Sat'ety, Noise pollution. and
Multicriteria Evaluation Process. The operations of each knowledge base tile and the
whole integrated system are discussed below.

Difticulty of Access knowledge base file: fiis componenr was developed ro pertbrm
the ES assessment tbr the difticulty ol access criteria. Sub.variables required tbr this
task are access availability. parting restrictions, and land-use caegodes- In this srudy
the knowledge base tile was designed to read all relevant intbrmition tbr each roai
link stored in a LOTUS tile and then the backward chaining srraregy was used ro tind
the ES score. when all problem-solving processes are ccmplercd, the ES resuls tbr
each link are saved in a database tile (Databasel) and writren back to the same
LOTUS t-Ile. Then the Dilliculty of Access tile is chained to rhe Pedestrian Safety
knowledge base t-rle. Pedestrian Safety and Noise Pollution knowledge base files:'
both components were developed to evaluate the ES scorcs for pedestrian safety and
noise pollution criteria of each link in the road network. Identical integrated struitures
and operating procedures were used in the design of the two hles for 'dfficulty of
access' and 'pedestrian safety'. The noise pollution knowledge base tile is th'en chained
to the multicriteria evaluation process file.

Multicriteria Evaluation Process knowtedge base file: this component is firstly
inroduced to aggregate the separate ES scores of any link deriveolfrom the three
criteria by using the weighted summation method of equation l. All of rhe separate ES
scores tbr each criteria of all links can then be loaded tiom the Database3 trle. This
intbrmation is used to conduct the combined ES assessment. The weighting values
rcpresenting the relative importance ol these three criteria are estimated from the
AHP. The simple hierarchy structure of the criteria is illustrated in Figure 5 and the
square matrix A tbrmulated corresponding to the hierarchy structure and weighting
values tbr each criteria are shown in Table 5. The results reveal rhat the respondents;
judgment'retlecting in matrix A is consistenr (1,r., = 3.0183 (close ro 3), CI =
0.0092, and CR = 0.0176 (< 0.1)). It should be noed rhat all rhese pairwise
comparisons are artitrarily established tbr the purpose of demonsrration. Then the end
rcsults obtained t'rom this knowledge base tile are writren back to the same LOTUS
tib.
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Figure 5 A Simple Hierarchy Structure of AII Criteria

Table 5 A Reciprocal Squarc Metrix A and Weighting Values

[,evel
Sum

)" ru = 3.0 lt4, Cl = 0.0@Z CR = 0. 0176

14. TESTING OF THE ES.ES

The testing merhods used in this study are white-box testing and black-box testin$

(Chau and Yang, 1994). White-box (structural) testing is used to validate each mpdule

of the knowledge bases. This testing method employs the intemal structure of the

prcgram, such as the command menu of VP-Expert (eg WHAT-IF, HOW, WHY'
TRACE etc) to detect the syntax errors in each knowledge base file. In addition, the

black-box (functional) tesring is used to evaluate the whole system. This testing

method is based on the functional performance ol the sysem, rather Oan on its own

strucrure. Each individual knowledge base module is tested independently and then the

whole system is tested as an integrated unit. Originally, each knowledge base tile is

developed separately and then tested independently. For the fust three files,

approximately 30 per cent of all possible cases for each of those files were randomly

tested and all the obtained rcsulr were positive. The intermodule dependencies and

system performance were tested by using test cases. The printed results of the

problem-solving process conesponding to the file and modular chaining of the tirst

three knowledge base tiles are illustrated in Figure 6. The printed output t'rom the

Multicriteria Evaluation Process tile is shown in Figure 7. All of the obtained results

were correct.

15. THE INTERPRETATION

The TESI values <Jerived tiom Figure ? can be used to uncovered the ranking order

conesponding to the degree of ES among examined road links. Lfutks 3, 5, 1,7, 4, 2

and 6 are increasingly ranked according to their total ES indic,es of 1.54. 2.22,3.20,
3.47,3.50, 4.25 and 4.52 rupectively. Links 2 urd 6 are the two highest TESI. The

CRfTERIA Difficulrv of Access Pedestrian Safew Noisc l-cvel Ycights
Dillkrrlty of Actess I ll4 ln 0.1365

R{estrianSafety 4 1 3 0.62503
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Figure 7 A Printed Result of the Muticriteria Evaluation Process File
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associated with the identified causes (criteria) of the problems within thae links can be

spcitied and traced back from the dauabase stored in the LOTUS file. For example the

TESI value ot'4.52 in link 6 is considered as the highest degree of ES among those
seven links. The descending rank o[ potential causes (criteria; conuibuting to the ES
problems are: pedeslrian salbty (3.125 = (0.6250*5)): noise level (0.7155 =
(0.238513)): and ditficulty of access (0.6825 = (0.1365*5)). The contributing t'actors

associated with thesc causes lcriteria) can be achieved tiom the LOTUS tile and also

shown tigure 6. However, it should be noted that although ditl'iculty of access is

classit'ied as high degree of ES, it is considercd to have less problem-generating

potential than noise level. This is because the relative impoftance of noise level is
much greater than dilliculty of access and this situation can otT set the ettect of high

degree of ES tbr ditticult o[ access.

16. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the t'easible analytical ti'amewort tbr integrating vuious
environmental sensitivity aspecB to assist tratlc engineers and urban planners to adopt
the suitable road hierarchy classit'ication and uatlic management schemes. However,
the extension to explicitly incorporate other rclated aspects such as intluences of tratlic
characteristics (eg volume, speed, composition etc), t'rontage related activities (eg

number of pedestrians on tbotpath, jaywalkers and jaynrnners etc) and pedestrian-

vehicle accident aspccts should be determined. The impacts on different groups of
atl'ected peopte must also be considered. In addition the appropriate tratlic
management schemes should be chosen on the grounds of public acceptability. This
research is a part of on going research at the Transport Systems Centre (TSC),

University of South Australia. The next srage is to integrate the ret'ined Expert System

(now using the KnowledgePro win++ package) with a Ceographic Intbrmation System

(GIS) (using either PC ARC/INFO or Maplntb packages), called Spatial Expert

System (SES). The GIS is used to storc, retrieve, manipulate and analyse the requted

spatial intormation and is attributes in the expertise domain contained in expert system

module. In addition the GIS is also employed to address safety, amenity and

environmental problems, ttreir locations and intensities on any link within the road

network. Consequently, merglng expert system and GIS technologies is potentially a

powerful tool for tratfic engineers, urban planners and other decision makers-
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